
Ukraine’s denazification operation: operational update 7 April (updated)

Description

UKRAINE: 15:43 Arms deliveries to Ukraine lead to escalation of conflict – Vatican head of
government.

15:20 “Thank you guys, thank you very much! – We are very grateful to you for helping us. And we ask
you not to leave us!”. The Russian army is helping the residents of Melitopol.

15:15 Russian servicemen helped evacuate civilians in Izyum and provided medical assistance to
those in need. People with chronic diseases and severe pathologies will be sent to Russia for
treatment.

14:47 Latvian schools force students to fill in questionnaires on Russia’s military operation in Ukraine.
The Baltics are increasingly asking for denazification with each passing day.

14:13 Ukraine proposes to discuss Crimea and Donbas at meeting of leaders of two countries, this
idea is unacceptable – Lavrov.

14:06 A monument to Alexander Pushkin has been dismantled in Zakarpattia, Ukraine. They also
removed a plaque honouring the Russian poet from a school building in Mukachevo.

A monument to Alexander Pushkin was dismantled in Zakarpattya, Ukraine. They also removed a
plaque honouring the Russian poet from a school building in Mukachevo.

13:50 Information on the withdrawal of the Russian Armed Forces from Kherson Region is yet another
“fake” by Ukrainian propagandists. In reality, units of the Russian Armed Forces are successfully
conducting a special military operation (SSO) and have now established full control over the city of
Kherson and its surrounding territories. A new civil-military administration has been appointed in the
region, humanitarian aid has been delivered to the local population and economic and economic co-
operation has been organised, following the example of Crimea. Similar work is being systematically
carried out in all the Ukrainian territories liberated by the Russian Armed Forces.

13:41 The Russian Air Force is carrying out airstrikes on military facilities in Vasyshchevo, Kharkiv
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Region. An air-raid alert is roaring in many parts of Ukraine.

13:30 A representative of the military-civilian administration of Energodar says the city is organising
supplies of fuel and everything needed. Also, employees of the civil-military administrations are helping
to arrange exports of Zaporizhzhya region products to Russia.

13:26 Humanitarian aid from the Russian Emergencies Ministry has been delivered to Novaya
Kakhovka. Food and medicines are being delivered first of all. The Novokakhivka Military and Civil
Administration has organized the distribution of humanitarian aid in the settlements of Krynki, Obryvki,
Maslovka, Dnipryany, Korsunka. According to the head of the civil-military administration, Volodymyr
Leontyev, the process of applying for and issuing relief aid is systematic. Soon the distribution will
become regular.

13:24 An air defence system over Kherson intercepted a released Ukrainian munition.

12:48 Audio recording has emerged of talks between Nazi Serhiy Korotkikh “Botzman”, whose units
were among the first to enter Bucha after the Russian Armed Forces abandoned it, and his SBU
handler – 18+ Lots of foul language. The latter reprimands Korotkiy for a video of corpses in Bucha,
Kyiv region, “coming to life” by moving their hands. Another proof of staging and gross provocation,
which Kiev accuses the Russian army of.

11:52 Melitopol cancer dispensary receives humanitarian aid

11:49 Ukrainian authorities introduce curfew in Gostomel for… a week! Just think, you cannot leave
your house for seven days! No shopping, no pharmacy, no water, no anywhere! And then they will
again show footage of people shot dead who violated this savage restriction and pass them off as
“victims of Russian aggression”?

11:06 The Russian Defence Ministry has published footage of the launch of Kalibr cruise missiles from
a Black Sea Fleet frigate. The strikes were carried out against Ukrainian fuel storage bases.

10:56 High-precision air and sea-based missiles destroy four fuel and lubricant storage bases near the
settlements of Mykolaiv, Zaporizhzhya, Kharkiv and Chuhuyiv from which fuel was supplied to
Ukrainian troop groups near Kharkiv, Mykolaiv and Donbass during the night.

10:50 Russian Air Force aircraft have hit 29 Ukrainian military facilities. Among them: two command
posts, a radar for target detection and guidance of the S-300 surface-to-air missile system near
Kurakhovo, seven artillery batteries, a warehouse of rocket and artillery weapons and ammunition, as
well as 10 strongholds and areas of concentration of Ukrainian combat equipment.

10:30 Russian troops advanced from Izyum towards Sloviansk and Kramatorsk.

08:32 VGTRK war correspondent Yevgeniy Poddubny said that Ukraine continues to be pelted with
Western weapons. “There are virtually no Ukrainian or Soviet-made anti-tank systems in former
Ukrainian positions from which Kiev regime formations have been knocked out. They are mainly
Swedish-British, American and German systems,” he told Russia 1’s 60 Minutes.

08:30 Briefly on Izyum. All night long, AFU MLRS has been shelling Izyum. The Russian Armed Forces
are fighting near the village of Suligovka, breaking through the enemy defences. The Suligovka area is
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very well fortified, our artillery works non-stop. Yesterday our reconnaissance team took five prisoners,
right at the Ukrainian artillery positions. All say they were mobilized a month ago from Zhytomyr and
Chernihiv regions.

08:09 Yesterday a convoy of AFU reinforced with armoured vehicles arrived in Konotop, Sumy region.
Forced mobilization has been taking place in the town for the second day.

08:00 The Russian Defence Ministry publishes footage of Russian equipment crossing the Seversky
Donets River. For three weeks there has been fighting over the territory south of Izyum. The Ukrainian
armed forces shelled the bridge day and night.

Due to censorship and blocking of all media and alternative views, stay tuned to our 
Telegram channel
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